


Over the last 25 years, Claude Juteau, a professional hunting guide and avid 
hunter, has been exploring and hunting places across the country. Thousands 
of hunters have hunted with Claude while pursuing their dream trophy. He’s the 
kind of host that greets you as if you were family or an old friend, and you will feel 
welcomed the second you meet. It is important for Claude to make sure that all 
guests have an unforgettable experience. His passion for the game is obvious and 
his enthusiasm is contagious. This is what makes GGO & WTO one of the country’s 
best outfitting destinations.



The lodge is located just north of Shipman, Saskatchewan, 
Canada. Only two hours from the Saskatoon airport, you are 
on well maintained highway to the town of Shipman. We can 
hunt a combination of forest and agricultural big game in our 
800,000 acres of land. 

GGO & WTO Outfitters



Every client will benefit from a private cozy room that is 
equipped with a bathroom, free access to Wifi, room service, 
and housekeeping daily.

GGO & WTO Outfitters



We welcome you to join us in the comfy 
trophy room enjoying a beverage and laughing 
at the ‘hunting stories’ being told.

To us, the quality of your food and stay, is just 
as important as your hunt, and should stand 
out as a highlight of your adventure.

GGO & WTO Outfitters



In our charming dining room,  you’ll meet our private chef who delivers 
high-quality food from gastronomic breakfast to very fine dining. We 
believe that there is nothing better than to share a delicious meal with 
friends while celebrating hunting successes. At our restaurant just like on 
the field, we offer nothing less than high quality services!  

GGO & WTO Outfitters



Our guides and staff members are part of the reasons why WTO/GGO is known for 
their world class trophy hunts. 

Our staff are chosen because they love their jobs, the guides live for hunting and 
our in-house chef loves to produce fair that has you asking for the recipe. One 
thing is for sure, the quality and variety of our menu will not disappoint you. 

A dynamic and 
friendly team

GGO & WTO Outfitters



GGO & WTO Outfitters

Come live the adventure with us;  
you will not regret it!



GGO & WTO Outfitters

This new living room is where all the magic happens 
and the stories are being told. A full-service bar, pool 
table, dart game, and music will surely go beyond your 
expectations. Whether it’s to celebrate a trophy or to 
relax after a long hunt, this is the place where you want 
to take a sip of your favorite beverage. Cheers!



High-class hunting means comfort at GGO & WTO. You will 
experience exciting hunting moments on our land, so you’ll need to 
calm your nerves a little bit before your next day. A wooden hot tub 
and sauna will certainly help you relax and enjoy your time in the 
wilderness of Saskatchewan. Let’s get a dip, you deserve it! 

GGO & WTO Outfitters

a new spa zone



Imagine yourself watching a million stars next to the fire pit with a tasty drink 
by the hand. Well, this is something we offer at our place. There is no better 
way to get fresh air than next to a warm fire pit roasting marshmallows in the 
middle of the forest. You’ll surely appreciate this new accommodation. 

GGO & WTO Outfitters



WTO/GGO has been harvesting trophy white-tail deer week after week, 
year after year for 25 years. With hard work, dedication and vision, we 
have built a relationship with our hunters to have their dream hunts. 

AT GGO, our 150B&C minimum has helped us to enforce quality deer 
harvest. While we can’t control what antler growth is going to do in the 
wild, we can control the quality of your stay and calibre of your hunt, 
and that we take immense pride in. Bow, muzzleloader and rifle are all 
options for our white-tail hunts.

THE BEST 
WHITETAIL 
DEER HUNTING 
DESTINATION

Whitetail deer hunting



               With GGO
      150 B&C minimum, 

you have the chance
      at big old bucks

Whitetail deer hunting



Whitetail deer hunting



We hunt from sunup to sundown for white-tail, using tree stands and ground 
blinds, utilizing baits, mineral stations, trails and food plots. This is real hunting 
– no high fence operation. You can hunt deer in velvet or during the rut. Using 
rifle, black powder or bow during the correct season is possible.

Whitetail deer hunting



Whitetail deer hunting



Black bear hunting

We have 100% opportunity guarantee on our 
black bear hunts, held during the Spring or Fall, 
we have a 40% colour phase genetic in our 
black bear population. 



Black bear hunting

Our goal of 18 inch skull or better, you can be assured that 
your chances of sitting on a trophy are high. Season after 
season, we harvest those trophy bears. 



Black bear hunting

Hunting from ladder stands 
and some ground blinds we can 
accommodate any hunter. Rifle, 
black powder and bow are all 
possible with WTO/GGO, as are 
combo hunts with fall birds.



Black bear hunting



Black bear hunting



Waterfowl hunting

The best 
migratory 

bird hunting 
destination



WTO/GGO sits on the first agricultural land the birds hit on their 
migration to the South, meaning that we are the first hunters that 
they see we hunt fields as well as marshlands.

Waterfowl hunting



Waterfowl hunting

Using dogs for retrieval it’s a pleasure to see these experts at work 
working. Along the migration corridor, we target Snow’s and Canadian 
Geese as well as Mallards. Each morning we hunt the fields, if limits 
of snows or mallards isn’t reached in the morning, we hunt the 
marshlands in the evening. 



Waterfowl hunting

We even supply the Tylenol for the recoil 
weary. Instead of an evening bird hunt, you can 
opt for a bear or fishing expedition instead.



Winter adventure



Our winter adventure package can include an all 
inclusive stay, a simple meal, fuel or a room for the 
night. We start in January and run through March.

The lodge connects to the snowmobile trails allowing 
you to explore thousands of kilometres of groomed 
trails. You could ride for days and never ride the same 
trail twice.

welcome 
to paradise

Winter adventure



No snowmobiles? No worries! There is no better place to start your winter 
adventure since the pick-up for the rentals and the groomed provincial trails are in 
our yard. You park your vehicle at our lodge and off you go. After your long ride, we 
offer gourmet meals, laundry, a heated mudroom for gear storage, a hot tub, and a 
lot more. Snowmobiling has never been that fun and comfortable.

Winter adventure



Lakes in the area are abundant and easily accessed by truck or 
snowmobile right from the lodge. A short drive will take you to Tobin lake 
which was just ranked #2 in all of Canada for ice fishing. 

Winter adventure



Were you dreaming of an unforgettable ice-fishing trip? We 
do have what you are dreaming of for so long. Our guide will 
take you out with the latest equipment. You have nothing to 
take care of, sit back and relax while we provide everything. 
You may also experience snowmobiling to reach the lake 
depending on the fishing spot.

Winter adventure



GGO & WTO Outfitters

We offer guided snowmobile tours, fishing, and coming 2023/2024 - private 
fat tire biking and cross-country skiing trails. We can’t wait for you to join us at 
our winter Wonderland where you can unwind disconnect from your stress 
and reconnect into nature.



info@wtoutfitters.com   |   306 314-5552   |   greatgrey.ca

In todays world, its really tough to find 
authenticity. You never know who 

you are actually talking too, and if the 
person you are speaking to even knows 
the industry, and we understand that. 

Personally, I am so proud of what WTO/
GGO has become. I have worked hard 
in the past 25 years, to be in the field, 
boots on the ground, out on the trails 

and personally overseeing every aspect 
of the business. I have surrounded 

myself with key staff and partners who 
love this place like I do. Everything we 
do, all the sacrifices and hard work is 

because we want to succeed, which is 
why we have 80% return customers. 

I can’t wait to see your smiles in camp.
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